FASHION

THE

fashion EDIT

Delve into this issue’s edit of the latest dresses,
must-have accessories and aisle-worthy shoes…

BACK TO
THE FUCHSIA

The new Back to the
Fuchsia collection
from high-street
favourite Ted Baker is
a fresh, modern way
to approach kitting out
your bridesmaids this
season. Perfectly chic
and no fuss! Discover
more at tedbaker.com.

New brand
on the block

The Aussie brands are currently nailing it when it
comes to bridalwear and Cathleen Jia is one of them
(cathleenjia.com). When you discover the label’s ethereal,
vintage-inspired pieces (that are all about breaking
traditional wedding rules) we’re in no doubt you’ll
want to try them on in a heartbeat! PS The brand’s
new Poetic Soul separates collection debuted at
White Gallery London this 2018, too!

Carlaa pearl-detail trousers, £149;
Bexz bow-heel high vamp courts,
£150; Camble pearl-embellished
top, £109; Alessia pearl-embellished
camera bag, £129; Carliaa suede
bow clutch, £129, all Ted Baker

Run wild

Inspired by all things
wild and natural,
Chupi’s enchanting
new SS18 accessories
collection is perfect
for the celestial bride
(chupi.com).

1.

Floral delight

Maid for her

2.

Designed and created in
the designer’s London
studio, Katya Katya
London’s new bridesmaid
collection is perfect for
the stylish bride tribe
(katyakatya.co.uk). Choose
from three gorgeous
styles, with three
different sleeve options
and two different hem
lengths. Prices start
from £350.

3.

WE'RE SOLED

Fall head-over-heels for these glorious new
arrivals from some of our favourite shoe brands…
1. Inspired by the royal wedding, Freya Rose
(freyarose.com) has introduced bespoke
monogrammed mother-of-pearl heels for
brides-to-be. Designs start from £1,495.
2. To commemorate 10 years, Harriet Wilde
(harrietwilde.com) has launched a beautiful
limited-edition style, ‘The Decade’, £580.
3. Diane Hassall’s new bridal shoe collection
(dianehassall.com) is inspired by dew-covered
blooms, from £290 to £390.

Compiled by Sarah Tippett. For stockists see page 238

Crown of Laurels
midi comb headpiece,
£220; Stars in the Sky
demi crown headpiece,
£345; both Chupi

PINS & PEARLS

Still searching for those perfect accessories? Panic not. Lola & Alice’s
(lolaandalice.com) carefully curated selection of vintage-inspired
jewellery and headpieces is the answer. Prices range from £13 to £139.

Must see: The new Atelier
Pronovias 2019 collection
‘In Bloom’ was a total knockout
at Barcelona Bridal Week.
Discover more at pronovias.com.

Talia tulle gown with
floaty sleeves, £350,
Katya Katya London
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